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Indentation Size Effect (ISE) of Transparent AlON and MgAl₂O₄

Hardness is a widely reported mechanical property for materials. Aluminum oxynitride (AlON) and magnesium aluminate spinel (MgAl₂O₄) are two important materials for some U.S. Army applications since they can be transparent in their polycrystalline form. In many of these military applications, harder materials tend to perform better, hence it is necessary to properly measure and compare hardness values of competing materials. Measuring the hardness of most ceramics is straightforward, but comparing the hardness data for different ceramics can be complicated due to the well-known indentation size effect (ISE). This report describes the determination of the Vickers hardness-load curves for transparent AlON and MgAl₂O₄ in a load range between 0.98 and 19 N. Both materials exhibited a significant decrease in hardness with increasing load. The critical hardness (the point at which fracture, rather than plastic deformation, is dominant around the indentation) of spinel and AlON was found to be 13.5 and 16.8 GPa, respectively, which differs from other investigations that did not take into account the ISE.
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1. Introduction

Hardness characterizes the ceramic’s resistance to deformation, densification, displacement, and fracture. Densification can be important since some microporosity is often present in sintered ceramics. Densification may also occur in some glasses. Microfracture and shear fracture under an indentation are also important deformation components. Hagan and Swain beautifully illustrate the complexity of the deformation, displacement, and fracture processes in a paper on fracture around indentations in glasses (1).

In recent years, there has been renewed interest in the indentation size effect (ISE) in brittle materials (2–13). The ISE in ceramics and glasses, wherein hardness decreases with increasing indentation load, occurs for both conventional Knoop and Vickers hardness but with slightly different trends. A constant hardness is typically reached at loads between 5 and 100 N, depending upon the material. Ideally, one should measure the entire hardness-load curve, but in practice, one reference or standard load is often chosen to facilitate comparisons between materials. Testers prefer to make the indentations as large as possible to reduce measurement uncertainties, yet not so large as to induce excessive cracking that interferes with the measurement or destroys the indentation altogether.

The use of a hard-face ceramic has been shown to improve the ballistic performance of systems under consideration for transparent armor and electromagnetic (EM) window applications (14). Transparent aluminum oxynitride (AlON) and magnesium aluminate spinel (MgAl2O4) are two materials of interest for these applications since both are harder than soda-lime-silica glass, the conventional transparent armor material, and they possess high elastic modulus, strength, and toughness, and low density. Additionally, in their polycrystalline forms, they can be transparent in the visible region through the mid-infrared region.

The development of models and parameters to predict ballistic behavior based on static material properties is a continuing effort. Currently LaSalvia (15) is developing a physically based model to correlate the effect of materials properties on ballistic data generated by Lundberg and Hauver (16–18). This new micromechanics model couples a wing-crack model (19) with the stress distribution developed by Hertz (20). It indicates that the most important material property is hardness followed by grain size and fracture toughness. Quinn and Quinn (21) have developed a brittleness parameter based on fracture energies and deformation ratios to account for the transition from deformation to fracture around hardness impressions with increase indentation loads. This index incorporates the hardness, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness of the material and may be a useful tool in screening ceramics for some applications.
While there are many hypotheses as to the importance of static properties as a predictor of ballistic performance, it is generally accepted that harder materials tend to provide better ballistic protection. Therefore, a reproducible means of measuring and comparing hardness values of different materials is needed. Since hardness is considered an important component of these models and parameters, it is the purpose of this report to examine and compare the Vickers hardness/load curves for AlON and MgAl₂O₄.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials
AlON and MgAl₂O₄ were selected for this investigation. These materials have cubic crystal structures and can be transparent in a polycrystalline form. AlON has a transmission window of 0.2–5.5 µm and spinel has a window of 0.2–6 µm (22). The AlON material investigated was procured from Raytheon Corporation* and is marketed as Raytran. RCS Technologies produced the MgAl₂O₄† under a contract to the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), using a rate-controlled sintering schedule followed by hot isostatic pressing (HIPing). This material requires no sintering aids, resulting in a final product that is phase-pure stoichiometric spinel. Figure 1 illustrates the microstructure of both materials. The AlON is coarse-grained with a grain size between 150–200 µm (figure 1A). The grain boundaries are extremely clean and there are little, if any, secondary phases present. The presence of secondary phases such as porosity and impurities at the grain boundaries would be evident by a degradation of the optical properties. Spinel has a bimodal grain-size distribution with fine grains typically 5–20 µm in size (figure 1B) and very large grains on the order of 300 µm (figure 1C). The properties of these two materials have been previously measured as shown on table 1 (23).

2.2 Hardness Testing
The machine used for all hardness testing was a Wilson Tukon model 300 with a Vickers diamond indenter. The Tukon model 300 consists of an electronic filar unit for the measurement of the Vickers impression to within 0.5 µm. A calibration test was performed using a Wilson standard test block prior to the start of the testing series to verify the accuracy of the machine and the tester.

Results of the hardness testing on AlON and spinel are shown in table 2.

---

*Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this report in order to specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory, nor does it imply that the materials are necessarily the best for the purpose.
†RCS Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box 12335, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2235.
Figure 1.  (A) Microstructure of the Raytheon Raytran aluminum oxynitride. Typical grains size of \(~150–200\ \mu m\).  (B and C) Microstructure of RCS technologies transparent spinel. Bimodal grain size distribution with fine grains typically 5–20 \(\mu m\) in size and large grains \(~300\ \mu m\).

Table 1. Properties of Raytran aluminum oxynitride and RCS magnesium aluminate spinel (23).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>AlON</th>
<th>Spinel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>g/cm(^3)</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus (24)</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean flexure strength (25)</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibull modulus (29)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture toughness (26)</td>
<td>MPa/(\sqrt{m})</td>
<td>2.40 (\pm 0.11)</td>
<td>1.72 (\pm 0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoop hardness (HK(_2)) (27)</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>13.8 (\pm 0.3)</td>
<td>12.1 (\pm 0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Results of hardness testing on AlON and spinel. $P_c$ was calculated by simultaneously solving two linear regression equations. $H_c$ and $d_c$ are measured values at the calculated $P_c$ value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>AlON</th>
<th>Spinel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_c$ (GPa) measured</td>
<td>16.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>13.5 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_c$ (µm)</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_c$ (N)(calculated)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (µm$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>1263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specimens were polished to an optical finish (0.25 µm). Five valid indentations were made at each load in a range between 0.98 N and 19.6 N for each material and averaged. Linear regression analysis was performed on two sets of data (low loads, high loads) to determine the transition load, $P_c$. The critical hardness, $H_c$ for each material was then verified by conducting hardness tests at $P_c$.

Special precautions were taken with both materials to minimize errors. Since AlON has a large grained microstructure, indentations were only made within individual grains. Indentations were made only in the fine-grain region of the spinel since there was an insufficient number of large grains to complete the hardness study.

3. Results

3.1 Aluminum Oxynitride (AlON)

The Vickers hardness-load curve for aluminum oxynitride can be seen in figure 2. A linear regression analysis determined the transition load to be ~1.8 N with a corresponding calculated hardness of 16.2 GPa. Hardness measurements made at this transition load yielded a hardness value of 16.8 ± 0.4 GPa, well within the error for hardness measurements. For comparison, Raytheon has published* a Knoop hardness of 19.5 GPa with a 1.96-N load. The values are also significantly different from those generated for an aluminum oxynitride material produced by the U.S. Army in the early 1980s (28). The critical hardness of the older vintage was determined to be 14.6 GPa at a load of 7.6 N (21). The difference between these materials is in the microstructure.

The earlier version had a much finer grain size (~25µm) and contained micropores and porous zones that resulted in a lower density (3.61 g/cm$^3$) material. At loads below the transition point, cracking was predominately limited to cracks at the tips of the impressions with an occasional lateral crack. At the transition point, there was an increase in presence of lateral cracks, whose number increased with increasing loads.

*Raytheon product literature data.
Figure 2. Hardness-load curve for aluminum oxynitride spinel. The open circle denotes the measured hardness measured at the calculated transition load ($P_t$).

### 3.2 Magnesium Aluminate Spinel (MgAl$_2$O$_4$)

Extensive lateral cracking was associated with the indents at all loads in this spinel. Reflections associated with this cracking made it difficult to accurately measure the size of the indentations. To obviate this problem, a 5-nm coating of gold-palladium was sputtered on to the spinel. The AlON did not require such a coating. To ensure that the coating did not affect the hardness values, measurements were made in coated and uncoated AlON. The results verify that this thin coating had a negligible effect on the resultant hardness values. Figure 3 shows the Vickers hardness-load curve for spinel. The calculated transition load is 3.8 N with a calculated hardness ($H_c$) of 13.9 GPa. Hardness measurements at 3.8 N yielded an $H_c$ of $13.5 \pm 0.4$ GPa, again well within the error of the measurement.

Figure 3. Hardness-load curve for magnesium aluminate spinel. Open circle denotes the measured hardness at the calculated transition load ($P_t$).
4. Discussion

The Vickers hardness-load curves for both AlON and MgAl₂O₄ showed an ISE between indentation loads of 0.98 and 19.0 N. AlON was determined to be 25% harder than spinel. The transition load was lower for AlON (1.8 N) than for spinel (3.8 N), resulting in AlON being almost 25% harder. This indicates the importance of determining a complete hardness-load curve for a material. The ISE in AlON is more pronounced than that for spinel. This may be due to the vastly different microstructures of each material. AlON is a course-grained material (>150 µm), with the grains being much larger than the size of the indentations. Since care was taken to indent only into individual grains, the hardness-load curve for AlON will be controlled by the properties of the individual grains (single-crystal properties) and the orientation of these grains to the indentation. On the other hand, the average grains in the spinel are significantly smaller than the indentations. Thus each indentation will sample many randomly oriented grains. This may account for the shallow hardness-load curve of the spinel. Associated with the observed ISE in AlON and spinel is a change in deformation mechanisms from primarily plastic deformation at low-indentation loads to one dominated by fracture at high-indentation loads (29–31). This fracture mode is not limited to one type of cracking but includes all cracking (cracking from the tips of the impression, lateral cracks, hidden subsurface cracking, etc.) due to the indentation process. This transition is the same as that seen by Quinn and Quinn (21) when they generated hardness/load curves using a Vickers indenter for a number of ceramic materials. They also observed an overlooked transition point that coincides with a similar shift in deformation mechanisms with increasing load. They defined the hardness at this transition point as the critical hardness (Hc) of the material. Based on these findings, a “brittleness parameter” (B, units of µm⁻¹) was introduced that describes the relationship between hardness and brittleness:

\[ B \equiv \left( \frac{H_c E}{K_{lc}} \right), \]  

where \( E \) is the elastic modulus (GPa) and \( K_{lc} \) is the fracture toughness (MPa√m) of the material. B is simply the ratio of indentation work (or work of deformation) to fracture energy (21). The implication of the ISE and its associated transition point is that hardness can no longer be simply compared for dissimilar (and maybe even similar) materials based solely on the same indenter type and indentation load. Instead, a full hardness/load curve should be generated for each material to ensure proper comparison.

A brittleness parameter was calculated for each material to gain insight between two potential transparent armor ceramics. The brittleness parameter for this AlON is 919 µm⁻¹ vs. 618 µm⁻¹ for an older vintage (lower-density, finer-grained) AlON (21). The brittleness parameter for this
spinel is 1263 µm$^{-1}$. The difference in the brittleness parameter between these materials agrees with observed damage around the indentations. Spinel has a wider load range where deformation rather than fracture is dominant around the indentations.

5. Conclusion

Vickers hardness-load curves were generated for transparent AlON and MgAl$_2$O$_4$ to investigate the indentation size effect in each material. Both materials exhibited ISE with the AlON having a more dramatic decrease in hardness with increasing load. The critical hardness was obtained from these plots and a brittleness parameter was calculated for each material. AlON was ~25% harder than spinel, but the spinel had a 37% higher brittleness parameter. The spinel has a wider load range (1–3.8 N) where deformation rather than fracture is dominant in the area immediately around the indentations. It appears that the brittleness parameter can be a useful value for comparing materials. However, care must be taken to ensure that the input (K$_{ic}$, E, and H$_c$) values used to generate this parameter are appropriate for the material and its microstructure.
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